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Werner Rauh (1913–2000), one of the most famous German Botanists of the 20th century, was
a member of IOS from 1959 until his death, Vice-President 1976–1982, President 1982–1984
and first recipient of the Cactus d’Or (1978). His enormous scientific assets, archived at Hei-
delberg and Bonn, are being opened up systematically by the ‘Werner Rauh Heritage Project’
(Koch et al. 2013), generously funded by the Klaus Tschira Foundation. On the occasion of the
10th IOS Intercongress Meeting at Berlin this brief presentation of recent results of research on
his biography was given, a few days before the centenary of Rauh’s birth.

Werner Rauh was born on May 16th 1913 at Niemegk (Bitterfeld District, eastern Germany) the
son of elementary teacher Ernst Rauh (1888–1968) and his wife Emma (née Beyer, 1882–1971).
After attending the elementary school at Niemegk (1919–1923) he received his ‘Abitur’ (high-
school examination) at Mackensen-Reform-Realgymnasium at Bitterfeld (1923–1932). Rauh’s
first scientific interest was not botany, though the country around his home was characterized
by a rich riparian meadow landscape, but archeology. His father’s colleague Albert Querfurth
(1896–1955), still remembered in Bitterfeld District as a local historian, had a strong influence
on Rauh’s youth. They both excavated a number of graves from bronze-age and slavic times in
the region of Bitterfeld, the finds from which are kept in the District Museum Bitterfeld and in
the State Museum of Prehistory Halle (Saale). Beyond that Querfurth opened the eyes of the
boy to the rich and untouched nature of the Mulde meadows.

After grammar school he decided to study archeology but he realized that this subject was
strongly influenced by a nationalistic ideology, which he found distasteful. So he decided to
study a subject which was less susceptible to nationalistic propaganda: ‘Rerum naturarum’,
which means botany, zoology, chemistry and geology. He commenced his studies at Leipzig
University (Saxony, Germany) in autumn 1932 but attended only one course for two semesters:
‘Spiel- und Wanderkurs’ (games and hiking), taught by the founder of sports science Hermann
Altrock (1887–1980), an excellent preparation for his later studies and field work. After the
assumption of power by the National Socialists every student had to become member of a NS
organization. As Rauh wanted to avoid any contact with the Nazis he decided to leave Germany
and continued his studies from the summer term 1933 at Innsbruck University (Tyrol, Austria).
Here he received a very important influence on his scientific life from Helmut Gams, Adolf
Sperlich and Arthur Pisek (alpine botany and plant physiology) as well as Bruno Sander and
Raimund Klebelsberg (geology and mineralogy). It was at Innsbruck as well that he met his
lifelong friend Hermann Meusel (1909–1997, fig. 1), later Director of the Botanical Garden
Halle (Saale). When all Germans were dismissed from Austria in the summer of 1934 Rauh
returned to his home together with Meusel and continued his studies at Halle University. Here
plant morphologist Wilhelm Troll (1897–1978, fig. 1) became his most important teacher, with
whom he kept in contact until Troll died. At Halle he also met Theo Eckhard (1910–1977, fig.
1), later Director of the Botanical Garden and Botanical Museum Berlin. In March 1937 he
finished his studies with a thesis on hypocotyle- and root-offsprings (Rauh 1937) and qualified
as a grammar school teacher in June 1937, which gave him the chance to earn some money. He
continued his scientific work with research on cushion plants, a result of his passion for alpine
flora. In the same year he received an offer from Wilhelm Schäfer (1912–1981) to take part as
botanist with an zoological expedition to Tibet. But there was a condition: he would have had
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to a become member of the SS. Unwilling to take part in the national socialist regime Rauh
declined Schäfer’s offer, which might have been a great chance to study high mountain vegeta-
tion not only in the herbarium or garden. Consequently he had to restrict his fieldwork to Europe
(Corsica and the Swiss Alps, in 1938).

As Troll had no position for Rauh, Rauh moved to Heidelberg University and was appointed
a Scientific Assistant by August Seybold (1901–1965), which allowed him to marry Hilde Dietze
(1912–1997) in January 1939. Later in the year he finished his Habilitation on cushion plants
(Rauh 1939), with more than 80 morphological drawings from his own hand (fig. 2). On January
11th 1940 Rauh was appointed a university teacher, but only two months later called up to serve
in the German navy as a meteorologist. During his military service he had a lot of time to study
the vegetation and climate of different regions, e.g. Ukraine, Scandinavia and Greece. (There
he found his first new species: Crocus athous Bornm.!) In spite of all that he managed to
complete his work on the morphology of crop plants (Rauh 1941). Shortly before the end of
World War II Rauh was dismissed from army service and returned to Heidelberg, where he was
one of the most active teachers in regenerating the University after the war. In June 1947 he was
appointed ‘non regular extraordinary Professor of Botany’. 

In 1951 he had his first chance of a longer expedition outside Europe, so he travelled to the
High Atlas in Morocco. The next expedition led him to Peru in 1954, where he stayed for about
nine months (fig. 3). In total he undertook at least 66 expeditions (map 1) and stayed in the field
for at least 120 months until 1994! The countries he visited most often were Peru (12 times) and
Madagascar (11 times) (Koch et al. 2013). On December 28th 1955 Rauh was appointed extraor-
dinary Professor, with a salary of 8,200 DM – per year. 

During his first expedition to Madagascar (1959/60) he received an invitation from Berlin,
which he refused, because Seybold and the faculty at Heidelberg founded a new Insitute for
Systematic Botany and Plant Geography, of which Rauh became Director and Professor in

Fig. 1. from left: Meusel, Rauh, Troll (4th) and Eckhard (7th), ca. 1936. 
Photographer unknown, reproducd by permission of the Botanical Garden Halle (Saale)
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Fig. 3. Saxifraga moschata, original drawing for Rauh (1939) p. 330, Abb. 23. 
Drawing: W. Rauh (Archives BG and Herbarium HEID)

ordinary in 1960, in addition to the post of Director of the Heidelberg Botanical Garden, which
he held until his retirement in 1982. 

He travelled a lot until his last expedition to Madagascar in 1994 and was regularly present
in the Botanical Garden until a few weeks before his death. By the time he passed away on April
7th 2000, he had discovered about 1,200 taxa. About 700 of them he described  himself and about
195 taxa were named in his honour, e.g. Rauhia Traub. (Amaryllidaceae) and Rauhocereus
Backeb. (Cactaceae) from Peru, Rauhiella Pabst & Braga (Orchidaceae) from Brazil, the species
Tillandsia rauhii L.B.Sm. (Bromeliaceae) and, most recently, Peperomia wernerrauhii Pino &
Samain (Samain et al. 2011). His collection in the Herbarium HEID contains approximately
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25,000 specimens, and the Botanical Garden has 2,100 accessions, among them representatives
of the 1,200 taxa he collected himself. Further biographical information has been published by
Drüll (2009), Hagemann (1978, 1988) and Schröder (2013).

The collection resources at the Heidelberg Botanical Garden and Herbarium and the Nees
Institute Bonn referring to Rauh‘s fieldwork comprise not only plant material (living or herbar-
ium vouchers) but a lot of note books (at Bonn 97 field books with ca. 10,000 hand written
pages, and at Heidelberg 94 field diaries with about 8,000 pages). There are also innumerable
other documents, such as photographs (ca. 91,000 in Bonn), correspondence, hand-written drafts
of protologues etc. Since 2009 this material has gradually been made accessible within the
‘Werner Rauh Heritage Project’ by scanning the field books and entering their data (gathering
numbers, date, locality, taxon etc.) into a relational database (MySQL, JavaScript- & PHP-Scripts
on a Linux-driven Apache web server), available free for everyone (Koch et al. 2013). At the
moment more than 33,000 datasets with original Rauh numbers are stored in the database. An
additional 27,000 accessions brought or sent to the Botanical Garden Heidelberg by a third party
and not directly contributed by Rauh, were subsequently assigned ‘pseudo-Rauh-numbers’ by
him using numbers following the last number used for the last finished expedition.

Within the next academic triennial (2013–2016) the project will focus on Rauh’s herbarium
collections housed around the world (e.g. B, DPU, GH, HB, HEID, HUH, K, M, MO, MPU,
NY, P, PRE, SEL, TAN, USM, W, ZSS …). A ‘Virtual Rauh Herbarium’ will be built up with
the particular objective of completing datasets for type collections. We hope to succeed in finding
funding to scan the field diaries as well, which contain a lot of first descriptions of new taxa
and, most important, very detailed locality data. Beyond that we will complete the data for three
typical expeditions (all localities and taxa), one from Madagascar, one from Peru and one from
southern Africa.
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Map 1. Countries visited by Rauh; for countries in dark green with names there are field books existing;
countries in paler green are documented by herbarium vouchers or other documents only. 
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Some examples of vivid datasets
Aloe alfredii Rauh [Rauh & Alfred Razafindratsira 68690, Type-collection]
Cassytha baccifera J.S. Muell. [Rauh 37133]  
Ceropegia simoneae Rauh [Rauh 73313, Type collection]
Euphorbia cylindrifolia Marn.-Lapost. & Rauh [Rauh 74343]
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